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TOP QUARK PHYSICS AT THE TEVATRONRESULTS AND PROSPECTS�Krzysztof SliwaFor CDF CollaborationDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, Tufts UniversityMedford, Massahusetts 02155, USAe-mail: krzysztof.sliwa�tufts.edukrzysztof.sliwa�ern.h(Reeived July 18, 2002)The methodology of CDF and D0 top quark analyzes and their un-derlying assumptions are summarized. The CDF and D0 top mass aver-ages, obtained from measurements in several hannels and based on about100 pb�1 of data from p�p ollisions at ps = 1:8 TeV olleted by eahexperiment in Run I, are: Mt = 176:1� 4:0(stat) � 5:1(syst) GeV/2 andMt = 172:1 � 5:2(stat) � 4:9(syst) GeV/2, respetively. The ombinedTevatron measurement of the top quark mass is Mt = 174:3� 3:2(stat)�4:0(syst) GeV/2. The CDF measurement of the t�t ross setion (assum-ing Mt = 175 GeV/2) is �tt = 6:5�1:61:4 pb, and the D0 value (assumingMt = 172:1 GeV/2) is �tt = 5:9� 1:7 pb. In antiipation of muh largerstatistis, prospets for top physis in Tevatron Run II are summarized.The fat that top quark analyzes are among the best windows to physisbeyond the Standard Model is emphasized.PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni 1. IntrodutionThe top quark was expeted in the Standard Model (SM) of eletroweakinterations as a partner of the b-quark in a SU(2) doublet of the weakisospin, in the third family of quarks. The �rst published evidene appearedin a CDF [1℄ paper in 1994, and its observation (disovery) was reported byCDF [2℄ and D0 [3℄ in the same issue of PRL in 1995.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3861)



3862 K. Sliwa2. Top mass and ross setion measurementsThe tehniques used in CDF and D0 are variations of simple event ount-ing. Both experiments follow idential steps:(i) identify events with the expeted top signature;(ii) alulate the expeted SM bakgrounds;(iii) ount exess events above the expeted bakgrounds;(iv) apply orretions for the aeptane, reonstrution ine�ienies andother biases.All CDF and D0 analyzes assume that eah event in the seleted samplesontains a pair of massive objets of the same mass (t�t quarks) whih sub-sequently deay as predited in the SM. Information about the kinematisof the event is used in a variety of �tting tehniques. A one-to-one mappingbetween the observed leptons and jets and the �tted partons is assumed.Leptons are measured best, jets not as well (better in D0 than in CDF),while the missing transverse energy, 6ET, has the largest error.One should remember: (i) it is assumed that the seleted sample of eventsontains just the t�t events and the SM bakground; this is the simplest andthe most natural hypothesis sine the top quark is expeted in the SM;(ii) some of the aeptane orretions are strongly varying funtions of thetop quark mass, Mt, and, onsequently, the value of the measured ross se-tion depends on the value ofMt, whih has to be determined independently;(iii) the ombinatoris of the jets�lepton(s) ombinations (only one of manypossible ombinations is orret) adds to the omplexity of the problem.All CDF and D0 searhes impose stringent identi�ation, seletion andtransverse energy, ET, uts on leptons and jets to minimize the SM andmisidenti�ation bakgrounds. Exept for dilepton samples, in whih bak-grounds are expeted to be small, various tehniques of tagging b-quarksare employed to improve the signal to bakground ratio. Soft-Lepton Tag-ging (SLT) is used by both CDF and D0, and the seondary vertex tagging,using a silion vertex detetor (SVX), by CDF. D0, not equipped with aSVX, makes muh greater use of various kinemati variables to redue bak-grounds. The largest SM bakground is the QCD W+jets prodution. BothCDF and D0 use VECBOS [4℄ alulations to estimate shapes of the bak-ground distributions due to this proess. Presently available samples of thetop event andidates are small, and the measurements of �tt and Mt arelimited by the statistial errors.In the lepton+jets �nal state there is su�ient number of kinematialonstraints to perform a genuine �t; one may, or may not, use 6ET as a start-ing point for the transverse energy of the missing neutrino. In their publishedanalyzes both CDF and D0 use 6ET. CDF de�nes four independent samples



Top Quark Physis at the Tevatron Results and Prospets 3863TABLE IResults of D0 [5℄ and CDF [6℄ diret top searhes.Channel D0 D0 CDF CDFsample bakground sample bakgrounddilepton 5 1:4� 0:4 9 2:4� 0:5lepton+jetsSVX tagged 34 9:2� 1:5lepton+jetssoft-lepton tagged 11 2:4� 0:5 40 22:6� 2:8lepton+jetstopologial uts 19 8:7� 1:7all-jets 41 24:8� 2:4 187 142� 12e� 4 1:2� 0:4e�; �� 4 � 2of lepton+jets events, and measures the top quark mass in eah of them.D0 uses two multivariate disriminant analyzes, LB � Low Bias and NN� Neural Network, whih use four variables to onstrut the top likelihooddisriminant, D, to selet the top enrihed and bakground enrihed samplesof events, whih are the basis of D0 top mass and ross setion analyzes.In the dilepton mode the situation is more ompliated, as the problemis under-onstrained (two missing neutrinos). Several tehniques were de-veloped. All obtain a probability density distribution as a funtion of Mt,whose shape allows identifying the most likely mass whih satis�es a hy-pothesis that a pair of top quarks were produed in an event. D0 developedtwo methods, the Neutrino phase spae weighting tehnique (�WT) andthe average matrix element weighting tehnique (MWT), a modi�ed formof Dalitz�Goldstein [7℄ and Kondo [8℄ methods. Three tehniques of mea-suring of the top quark mass have been developed in CDF. Two use =ET(the �neutrino weighting� and the �Minuit �tting� methods), one does not(a modi�ation of the Dalitz�Goldstein (D�G) method, whih instead in-ludes information about the parton distribution funtions, transverse mo-mentum of the t�t system and angular orrelations among the top deayproduts in the de�nition of likelihood). The result obtained with the �neu-trino weighting� method (essentially the D0 �WT) was used in the CDF



3864 K. Sliwaand CDF/D0 ombined mass analysis. CDF also performed kinematial �tsusing a sample of all-jets events seleted using SVX tagging. Results aresummarized in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. CDF and D0 measurements of the top quark mass using Tevatron Run Idata1. The Tevatron (CDF+D0) average for Run I was obtained by ombining�ve CDF and D0 results in a similar manner to the way the CDF and D0 averageswere obtained. Systemati errors whih do not depend diretly on the Monte Carlosimulations (jet energy sale, bakgrounds . . . ) were taken as unorrelated, whilethe errors whih depend on the Monte Carlo model (ISR, FSR, PDF . . . ) weretreated as 100% orrelated between the experiments, sine both CDF and D0 relyon idential MC models.Both CDF and D0 measure the t�t ross setion in four di�erent sampleseah, and ombine their results using a likelihood tehnique whih takesinto aount orrelations in the unertainties. A summary of all results ispresented in Fig. 2.1 For ompleteness, an analysis of CDF data using the �Minuit �tting� method yieldsMt = 170:7 � 10:6(stat) �4:6(syst) GeV/2, and that using the D�G method, whihuses a single, �best' ombination of leptons and jets in an event, gives: Mt = 157:1�10:9(stat) �4:43:7(syst) GeV/2.
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Fig. 2. CDF and D0 measurements of the top pair prodution ross setion. Foromparison, the range of theoretial preditions [9℄ for t�t pair prodution rosssetion is also shown.3. Prospets for Run II. Is it only top?In Run IIa, whih started at the end of 2001, CDF and D0 expet to ol-let 2 fb�1 of luminosity eah. With the new Main Injetor, the p�p ollisionstake plae at ps = 1.96 TeV, where the t�t ross setion is �35% larger thanin Run I. CDF has a new alorimeter with a muh better energy resolutionin the pseudorapidity range 1.1< j�j <3.5, and a new SVX with double theRun I tagging e�ieny. CDF also added a time-of-�ight system and itsmuon overage has been extended to over the range j�j <2. D0 has a newSVX to allow better b-tagging, and has added a solenoid to allow momen-tum reonstrution for harged partiles. D0 has exellent lepton (j�j <2 formuons, j�j <2.5 for eletrons) and traking overage (j�j <3).With the inreased integrated luminosity (20�), ombined with improve-ments to CDF and D0 detetors and larger t�t ross setion, the number ofreonstruted top events will be 20�70� larger than in Run I, depending onthe �nal state and tagging requirements. The systemati e�ets will dom-inate unertainties in the measurements of �tt and Mt. Both experimentsestimate that the error on Mt will reah �Mtop= 2�3 GeV/2 (omparedwith 7GeV/2 in Run I). The t�t ross setion should be measured with an



3866 K. Sliwaerror of about 8% (about 30% in Run I). Analysis of single top produtiono�ers a diret aess to theWtb vertex and should allow the measurement ofthe jVtbj element of Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix. Anomalous ou-plings would lead to anomalous angular distributions and larger produtionrates. The expeted SM ross setions are of the order of 1�2 pb.Perhaps more importantly, the samples of t�t and single top andidatesare among the best plaes to look for new physis. Beause of the top quarkmass being large, event seletion uts in top analyzes are virtually identi-al to those applied in many analyses looking for physis beyond the SM(Supersymmetry, Tehniolor, et.). The measured t�t ross setion valuesdepend on the top quark mass, whih has been determined in CDF and D0using various kinematial �tting tehniques and assuming that events arejust the t�t events and the SM bakground. If the sample is not exlusivelydue to the t�t events and the SM bakground, the mass measurements may beinorret. If additional proesses were present then the number of observedevents would not agree then with the MC preditions obtained for the mea-sured value of Mt. It is thus imperative to ompare various distributions ofthe reonstruted top quarks, and espeially those of the t�t -system, with theSM preditions. Disrepanies ould indiate new physis. Both CDF andD0 made numerous omparisons. No signi�ant disagreements were found,as perhaps expeted given the still limited statistis. However, there exista few hints that the simplest hypothesis that the top andidate events arejust the t�t events and SM bakground may not be entirely orret. Witha luminosity of 2 fb�1 per experiment they should be monitored arefully,as they may be o�ering us glimpses of new physis [10℄.(i) CDF t�t ross setion seems a little high ompared to the theoreti-al preditions. Also, the indiret measurements of Mt, based on theonsisteny heks of the SM exluding the Tevatron top mass mea-surements, prefer lowerMt (� 150�167 GeV/2), and a low Higgs mass(� 60�130GeV/2).(ii) There is an exess ofW+2jet andW+3jet events (13 where 4.4�0:6 areexpeted) with double tagged jets (tagged both with SVX and SLT)in the tagged jet multipliity distribution in the CDF. In addition, thekinematial properties of those events don't agree well with the SMpreditions [11℄.(iii) There may be a hint of an inrease of the reonstruted top quarkmass with a number of jets in an event.(iv) Two (out of 9) CDF dilepton events yield poor �ts to the t�t hypothesisand have unexpetedly large 6ET+�Eleptont . One suh event exists inthe D0 sample.
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